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ABSTRACT
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were taken in eight selected streets of Opole, with diversified vehicle traffic intensity. The experiment surfaces were marked on every street, with two separate zones: A – a strip directly
adjacent to the road and B – a strip 1 m away from the road edge. The carried out research indicated considerable
influence of communication-generated pollution, with simultaneous influence of other local emission sources. The
relation of magnetic anomalies was indicated, which may be the result of ferromagnetic materials aggregation,
originating mainly from combustion processes. The road structure, including the surface condition, the main construction material and susceptibility of the surface to cracking are equally important when considering the magnetic increase. A considerable variation of magnetic measurements in different season was pointed out; however,
the largest median values of magnetic susceptibility were recorded in the summer season.
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INTRODUCTION
The number of vehicles on Polish roads has
been growing dynamically over the recent years.
The visible consequence of the increasing transport and communication intensity is the pollution of soil with heavy metals or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Communication pollution
is mainly generated through fuel combustion in
engines, tyres and brake pads wear as well as
vehicles construction parts damage [Hunt et al.
1983; Hoffmman et al. 1999; Bućko et al. 2010;
Wawer et al. 2015a]. This problem can be noticed
particularly in urban areas and city centres, where
the vehicular traffic is very heavy. The pollution
which infiltrates into soil, including heavy metals (lead, copper, zinc and cadmium, in particular) may disturb homeostasis, particularly in the
urban areas [Czerniak, 2004]. Integrated monitoring studies, based on chemical and biological parameters monitoring as well as magnetic
characteristics have been carried out for several
years, in order to determine the degree of chang234

es and transformation of the soil environment
[Schmidt, 2005; Strzyszcz et al. 2006].
Contemporary environment monitoring studies are based on the most effective methods,
which allow for obtaining the current environment condition as fast as possible. Magnetic susceptibility measurements, which are one of such
methods, enable to determine the threat to soils
from immissions (depositions) of ferromagnetic
elements [Strzyszcz and Magiera, 2003; Magiera
et al. 2011]. Magnetic susceptibility is an easily
measured geophysical data, which describes the
ability of a substance to change its magnetisation
level under the influence of an external magnetic field [Evans and Heller, 2003; Strzyszcz and
Magiera, 1998]. Beckwith et al. (1986) demonstrated the linear relation between the content of
magnetic particles and copper, iron, lead and zinc
in the dust of anthropogenic origin. The magnetic
susceptibility values are much higher compared
to the natural values in polluted areas. It is assumed that non-polluted soils have natural magnetic susceptibility on the level below 30x10–5
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SI units [Strzyszcz et al. 1994]. If this value is
exceeded, then the content of anthropogenic ferromagnetic materials is increased. Additionally,
natural factors, such as the source rock type or
physical and chemical processes in soil influence
the magnetic susceptibility values [Maher et al.
2003; Magiera et al. 2011].
The use of field magnetometry, based on the
measurements of magnetic susceptibility of upper
soil layer in situ, should be used in determining
the areas with potential risk of heavy metals contamination of soil, as well as in soils monitoring
due to its simplicity, accuracy and quick measurement procedure [Dearing, 1999; Magiera, 2004,
Strzyszcz et al. 2006]. The correct interpretation
of the obtained magnetic susceptibility values
from the upper soil layer enables to estimate the
size and range of pollution deposition, as well
as the present magnetic particles and the related
heavy metals. The application of this method in
soils monitoring allows to reduce costs by limiting the number of expensive analyses of heavy
metal content in soils only to the locations with
detected magnetic anomalies (Łukasik et al.
2013; Schmidt et al. 2005).
The aim of the carried out research was to
determine the possibility of applying magnetic
susceptibility measurements for the analysis of
the pollution degree and scope of the soils located
along the communication routes in the urbanised
areas of Opole (south-western Poland).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Eight permanent experiment areas were set
up in September 2016, located along the main
communication routes of Opole. Each sampling
site was divided into two zones A and B, 1 m wide
and 10 m long; zone A was adjacent directly to
the road edge and zone B was located from 1 to
2 m from the road edge. All zones were divided
into 10 permanent squares, sized 1x1 m, in which
during the period from September 2016 to October 2017 measurements of magnetic susceptibility were taken once a month.
The MS equipment by the British Bartington
company was used during the measurements of
magnetic susceptibility of soils. The measurements were taken with the MS2 measuring device
and MS2D sensor, operating at 0.958 kHz frequency [Bartington Instruments Ltd. 1999]. The
measurement depth of 0–10 cm under the soil sur-

face is related to the MS2D sensor construction
[Dearing, 1999]. The measurements were taken
having previously removed minor vegetation,
in order to obtain the correct, full contact of the
measuring tool sensor with the soil surface.
The selected experiment sites had various average traffic intensity during a day, from
7062 (no. 1 – Oleska) to 22566 (no. 8 – Wroclawska) vehicles, moving with average speed
of 50 km/h (Tab. 1).
The obtained results were statistically processed, using Statistica 13.1 software
[O Dell Statistica 2016].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The magnetic susceptibility studies carried
out (in situ) on the soils along the main streets
of Opole demonstrated the exceeded value of
30x10–5SI, which is approved in literature as the
threshold value, above which anthropopressure
influence is considerable. The magnetic susceptibility values below the above-mentioned threshold value are characteristic for the natural increase
in magnetic minerals. Figures 1 and 2 present the
monthly distribution of the measured magnetic
susceptibility values. The magnetic susceptibility
measurements taken in the zone directly adjacent
to the road edge (zone A) demonstrate an increase
of magnetic field, i.e. relatively large content
of ferromagnetic elements. Medians in zone A
were within the range 110 – 149x10–5SI, with the
maximum value measured in the sites no. 1 (ul.
Marka z Jemielnicy) in winter (December) equal
to 338 x10–5SI (Fig. 1).
In the zone 1 m away from the road edge
(zone B), magnetic susceptibility value was nearly halved, where median was in the range from
Table. 1. Values of the average traffic intensity on
selected streets of Opole
Values of the average
traffic during a day
(2016–2017)

No.

Street name

1

Marka z Jemielnicy

7 833

2

Plebiscytowa

10 526

3

Horoszkiewicza

11 380

4

Oleska

7 062

5

Wroclawska

21 498

6

Proszkowska

13 537

7

Niemodlinska

10 524

8

Wroclawska

22 566
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Fig. 1. Distribution of monthly measurements of
magnetic susceptibility for zone A

57 to 76x10–5SI, and the maximum values measured in the sampling sites no. 8 (ul. Wroclawska)
of 145 x10–5SI (Fig. 2). The difference may be
caused by the quality of the asphalt material used
in the road surface and the amount of magnetic
minerals content (basalt mass). Due to the cracking of the road surface, the material is transferred
to the adjacent surfaces, which causes an increase
of magnetic field.
The research carried out by Wawer et al.
(2015) demonstrated a considerable gathering of
ferromagnetic elements in the soils adjacent to the
road with heavily cracked surface, as compared
to the roads with undamaged surfaces. Moreover,
higher values of the measured parameter may be
caused by the deposition of communication pollution, including the emission of the soot from
exhaust systems, particles from the worn metal

Fig. 2. Distribution of monthly measurements of
magnetic susceptibility for zone B
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parts, brakes, tyres as well as magnetic particles
from metal elements corrosion and lacquer coating (Czerniak i Poszyler-Adamska 2009). That
is why the studies monitoring the condition of
road environment require more caution, as there
are many variables, which influence the analysed
parameters. The tests of magnetic susceptibility
of the soil should be carried out away from the
road edge (min. 1 m), in this way eliminating the
influence of the road construction material, which
can disturb the obtained measurement values and
their correct interpretation.
Taking into consideration the whole study period, the magnetic susceptibility measured in zone
A showed great variability. Considerable distribution of the obtained values, in the surface no. 1,
in particular, may be the result of many variables
which influence the value of the analysed parameter. The influence of anthropogenic factors, such
as the vicinity of a railway line or emission of
pollution from the former “Bolko” cement plant,
has to be considered. The studies carried out by
Gołuchowska et al. (2010, 2012) indicate the
problem of dust depositions in the cement plant
influence zone, with excessive amounts of chromium, cadmium or zinc, among others. The relations between the intensity of magnetic susceptibility and the content of heavy metals discussed
in literature, are one of the reasons for increasing
magnetic susceptibility and, in this way, the increase of magnetic susceptibility of roadside soils
[Hunt et al. 1984; Strzyszcz and Magiera 1998;
Schmidt et al. 2005; Rachwał et al. 2017].
Referring to the distribution of the values of
the magnetic parameter, more than 70% of measurements in zone A were within the range from
100 to 180 x10–5SI, which indicates high homogeneity of the measurements (Fig. 3). A similar
tendency of the measurements was obtained in
zone B. Disregarding the extreme values – maximum and minimum – more than 70% of the measurements were within the range 40–100 x10–5SI
(Fig.4). This confirms the usefulness of the magnetic susceptibility measurement method in environment studies.
Defining the changes resulting from weather
conditions, which are different in winter, spring,
summer and fall, was an important aspect discussed in the article. Maher (1998) and Maher
et al. (2003) determined the relation between the
magnetic susceptibility of the surface soil layer
and air temperature and humidity, indicating the
influence of climate factors on the processes of
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Fig. 3. Histogram of magnetic susceptibility measurements distribution in zone A

Fig. 4. Histogram of magnetic susceptibility measurements distribution in zone B

pollution migration in soils. The results of magnetic tests obtained from soils in Opole, due to the
fact that they were carried out during one year, do
not allow to conclusively demonstrate the influence of precipitation and temperature on differentiation of magnetic susceptibility values.
The monthly measurements of magnetic
susceptibility demonstrated seasonal rhythm of
changes of the analysed parameter. The obtained
values are grouped in three periods: winter, spring
and summer-fall. The winter period was limited
to December, which shows distinctly different results. This may be the result of the influence of
other sources of ferromagnetic particles, e.g. low
emission caused by heating flats with low quality
fuel and partial combustion. During the spring period (from February to April), the measured magnetic susceptibility values were lower compared
to the winter period. The last measurement season
was in the period from May to October and its
values were at a relatively high and stable level

(Fig. 5). The seasonal changes of magnetic susceptibility values of the surface soil layer may be
of importance in environment monitoring; therefore, one should properly select the appropriate
period of field test realisation.
The average traffic intensity as well as the
speed of vehicles did not influence the measured
magnetic susceptibility values. The highest values of magnetic susceptibility were determined in
the areas of moderate traffic intensity (Fig.6).

Fig. 5. Seasonal grouping of the obtained magnetic
susceptibility values

Fig. 6. Grouping of the obtained magnetic susceptibility values by sampling sites

CONCLUSIONS
1. The results of the carried out research indicate
the increased magnetic susceptibility in the
soils located along the selected communication routes, with a simultaneous tendency to
decrease the magnetic susceptibility values,
along with the distance from a road edge.
2. The obtained magnetic measurements results
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were quite differentiated in various seasons of
the year; the highest values were recorded in
summer, which makes this season most suitable for monitoring studies.
3. The decisive factors for magnetic susceptibility
values were mainly the road surface condition,
the construction material as well as the quantity and quality of communication and industrial
pollution, emitted along the roads to soils.
4. The applied measurement of magnetic susceptibility is a good and reliable parameter, used in
the studies of soil processes in urbanised areas.
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